VIVIAN DOAN PHOTOGRAPHY

LIFESTYLE
BELLY & BABY PACKAGE

Session Fees
$450

Two lifestyle photo sessions, taken within 12 months of each other.

The sessions can be in the comfort of your home or at another beautiful location of your choice.

Online proofs from both sessions. Savings of $50

Payment due for sessions due up front at the first photo session.
DIGITAL PACKAGES

Combine both sessions onto one DVD for added savings.

Each DVD will contain images in colour, black & white and sepia in full print (300 dpi) and web (72 dpi) resolutions.

12 images = $225
25 images = $275
50 images = $325
75 images = $375
100 images = $425
Both image sets = $500

Choose your digital package after viewing the proofs.

All prices subject to GST and QST.